In the present paper, the author has proved three theorems on the fractional differintegrations of I -Function in association with different functions of one variable. Corollary and some examples are also given.
INTRODUCTION

Definitions of the fractional derivatives and integral of the function of single variable:
(i) Goursat's theorem (Cauchy's theorem) for the function of single variable is: 
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Where C − and C + are integral curves as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 ( that is C − is a curve along the cut joining two points z and lim( ) iz − + , and C + is a curve along the cut joining two points z , and
Then f  is That is , we have no derivative and integral for  = pure imaginary.
Following results will be used: 
The I -function given by Saxena [4] will be represented and defined in the following manner: 
